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Summary

Introduction: The aim of this study was to analyze
the effect of different post-activation potentiation
(PAP) protocols on initial-acceleration (0-10 m) and
late-acceleration phases (10 to 30 m) within a
repeated sprint ability (RSA) test.
Methods: Twenty athletes (age: 20.8±1.2 years,
height: 180.2±5.3 cm, body mass: 76.8±6.4 kg, %
body fat: 10.9±2.8, and 3 repetition maximum [3RM] of half-squats 152.9±14.8 kg) completed 4
testing sessions of RSA testing (7x30-m sprints,
starting every 25s, with an active recovery in-
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between). Five minutes before the RSA-testing,
conditioning protocols were performed: I) one halfsquats at 90% of 1 repetition maximum (1RM)
[PAP1]; II) two half-squats at 90% of 1RM [PAP2]; III)
three half-squats at 90% of 1RM [PAP3], and (IV) the
control protocol [CON]: no effort. Each conditioning condition was applied in a counterbalanced,
randomized order on separate days separated by a
minimum of 72 hours’ rest.
Results: ANOVA showed that PAP1 and PAP2
sessions were similar, and brought significantly
improved results for: 0-30m and 0-10m sprints of
the RSA-time (p<0.001, ES=large) vs the PAP3 and
CON-conditions. For the late-acceleration phase of
the RSA, the conditioning activity gave no effect
(p>0.05, ES=small). Furthermore, magnitude-based
inference revealed that both PAP1 and PAP2
protocols elicited changes >75% likelihood of
exceeding the smallest worthwhile change (>99%
likely) for mean sprint-time (RSAmean) and the
percentage of sprint-decrement (RSAdec) in overall
0-30 m and 0-10 m of the RSA test.
Conclusion: PAP1 and PAP2 exert a positive effect
on the initial-acceleration phase of the RSA and
could be considered in the preparation routine of
repeated sprinting activities.
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Introduction

Field-based team sports generally consist of multiple
intermittent bouts of near-maximal or high-speed
bouts1,2 that are termed as repeated sprint ability
(RSA)2 and represent a critical component of physical
fitness3,4. Previous literature reported that maximal or
near-maximal muscular actions may acutely improve
subsequent neuromuscular performance by inducing a
phenomenon known as post-activation potentiation
(PAP)5,6. PAP refers to the phenomenon by which the
acute contractile ability of a muscle is enhanced in
response to a conditioning stimulus such as a heavy
resistance exercise (HRE).
From a practical standpoint, PAP has been suggested to exploit the enhancement of athletic performance7, however, the responses to PAP seem to be
highly individualized based on responders vs non-reMuscles, Ligaments and Tendons Journal 2018;8 (1):28-36
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as part of their regular resistance training regime for a
minimum of 2 years before the study. The players were
all starters in the competitive season (fourth month of
the season) when the testing was conducted. They
participated in a regular training and soccer competition
schedule for at least 8 years before the experiment.
They trained 5-6 times a week (~90 minutes per
session) with a competitive match taking place during
the weekend in their national-level championships. All
the participants gave their informed consent before the
investigation. The study was conducted according to
the declaration of Helsinki, and the protocol was fully
approved by the institutional Ethics Committee of the
National Centre of Medicine and Science of Sports of
Tunis (CNMSS). During all the experimental sessions,
the athletes were given standardized instructions and
verbal encouragements to perform to the best of their
ability. Furthermore, the guidelines of the journal were
taken into account19.

Procedures
One week before the commencement of the study, all
players attended 2 orientation sessions. The first day
was dedicated to anthropometric measurements (age,
height, body mass, body fat %) and determine the
participants’ 3RM20. The second day was used for
familiarization to the RSA test. After these 2 condition
sessions, the participants returned to the university’s
resistance training room on 4 separate occasions for
the testing intervention sessions, each separated by 72
hours. Sessions were administered randomly and in a
counter-balanced order and involved the participant
performing either the three potentiation protocols
(PAP1, PAP2, and PAP3) or the control (C) test
intervention.
Each session began with the subjects performing a
standardized general warm-up for 15 min including light
intensity jogging, series of dynamic stretching and
several acceleration runs. The RSA-test was performed
on a 3rd generation synthetic soccer turf at the same
time of day (time: ~15:00 h, temperature: ~21.6±2.1°C,
relative humidity: ~69.9±0.2%, with no wind and no
rain). All players were asked to wear adapted soccer
boots, which allow them to have good adherence to the
pitch. Figure 1 illustrates the study design.
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sponders8,9. Literature has suggested that with several players positively responding to PAP protocols,
others players may not significantly improve their performance with this method8,9. The efficacy by which a
conditioning activity can stimulate PAP mechanisms
and acutely enhance muscular performance ultimately depends on the balance between PAP and fatigue
which may be affected by numerous factors including
the rest interval between PAP and the effort required10, training experience11, intensity5 and the volume of PAP12.
Many studies reported the positive effect of PAP
protocols on linear sprinting performance13-15. However,
only few studies have investigated the occurrence of PAP
on intermittent sprint performance16-18. Okuno et al.18
concluded that a high intensity squat exercise may be
used as acute intervention for improving RSA amongst
elite handball players. In a recent study conducted by
McLaren et al.17, 29 college-aged male field-sport
athletes performed four repetitions of back squats (90%
1RM; control=20% 1RM), rested 8 min, performed a set
of 4x40-m sprints with 55 sec inter-repetition active
recovery, and rested for 8 min after the last sprint. This
was performed two more times, for a total of three sets
(of back squats and sprints) performed 20 min apart.
Subjects ran significantly faster after PAP and the PAP
effect lasted up to 11 min after heavy back squats and
was repeated successfully three times.
Duncan et al.16 reported that a PAP protocol consisting
in back squats performed at 90% 1RM, administered
four min prior to 7x30-m sprint separated by 25 sec,
could reduce the fatigue index in a sample of ten male
professional Rugby Union players.
Although the effect of PAP on overall RSA performance
has been investigated, to the best of our knowledge,
this is the first study investigating systematically the
effect of PAP on the initial and late acceleration phases
of a repeated sprint test, potentially enabling to
understand when the improvement of the overall RSA
performance occurs. This may help coaches in training
session designing ad hoc PAP-based training
programs. As a result, the main purpose of the present
study was to investigate the effects of various PAPbased protocols on the initial (0-10 m) and late
acceleration phases (10-30 m) of a RSA test. The
second aim was to examine the variation in individual
responses to PAP protocols.

Materials and methods
Participants
This study was conducted on twenty male elite-level
field soccer-players, randomly chosen among
members of the first division soccer teams of the
Tunisian National League 1 (age: 20.8±1.2 years,
height: 180.2±5.3 cm, body mass: 76.8±6.4 kg, % body
fat: 10.9±2.8, and 3 repetition maximum [3RM] halfsquats: 152.96±14.85 kg). All the participants had
routinely performed half-squats (i.e. 90-degree angle
in the knee joint between femur and tibia) and deadlifts
Muscles, Ligaments and Tendons Journal 2018;8 (1):28-36

Testing sessions
Preliminary testing
The preliminary testing session was used to determine
the participant’s height, body mass, and percentage
body fat. Height and body mass were measured using
a stadiometer to the nearest 0.5 cm and a standard
electronic scale (accurate to 0.01 kg), respectively.
Skinfold thickness was measured to the nearest 0.2
mm at four predetermined sites (biceps, triceps,
subscapular, and suprailiac) using Harpenden skinfold
callipers (Lange, Cambridge, MA, USA). To increase
measurement reliability, the skinfold sites were
measured 3 times by the same investigator, with the
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Figure 1. Summary of research design.
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average value used for data analysis. Percentage of
body fat was estimated using the equations described
by Durnin and Womersley (1974). The participants’
3RM was tested using the procedure outlined by the
National Strength and Conditioning Association20.
Based on this first testing day, the value of 1RM was
estimated for each participant, according to the
percentage 1RM-repetition relationship outlined by20.
Before the start of the strength-testing session, all
participants underwent a standardized general warmup that comprised light intensity jogging for 5 min,
followed by a weights specific warm-up involving 8
repetitions at 50% 1RM, 4 repetitions at 70% 1RM, and
finally 2 repetitions at 80% of 1RM, with 3-min intervals
between them. Each participant used their estimated
1RM as a guide. After the final warm-up set,
participants attempted 3 repetitions of a set load
(3RM), and if successful, the lifting weight was
increased until the participant could not lift the weight
through the full range of motion. A 5-min rest was
imposed between all attempts. The 3RM was
determined after 3-4 attempts in all participants. The
reliability of the 3RM half-squats was tested over a 1week period before experimentation (ICC=0.96).
Protocol for eliciting PAP
All participants underwent a standardized general
warm-up for 15 min including light intensity jogging,
series of dynamic stretching and several acceleration
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runs21-23. Before PAP protocols, players performed
specific warm-up involving eight half-squats at 50% of
1RM, four half-squats at 70% of 1RM, and finally two
half-squats at 80% of 1RM, with 2-min intervals
between them. The protocol for eliciting consisted of
one, two or three half-squats at 90% of 1RM.

RSA testing
The participants rested for 5 minutes before performing
the RSA test. A 5-min rest was selected on the basis of
previously published studies13,23 that have reported
significant potentiation effects with this rest interval.
The RSA test consisted of 7 x 30 m maximal straightline sprints with 25-s active recovery on an outdoor
synthetic court. During the active recovery, participants
slowly jogged back (~20 m) to the starting line and
waited for the next sprint. The starting position (i.e.
standing position with the preferred foot forward and
placed exactly 0.5 m behind the starting line) was
controlled and consistent over the seven sprints of the
RSA test. Sprint time for 30 m (with 10-m split times)
was measured by an infra-red timing system (Brower
Timing Systems, Salt Lake City, UT; accuracy of 0.01
seconds) located at the starting and finishing line, and
the recovery time was controlled by a simple hand-held
stopwatch. The participants stood 0.5 m behind the
sensor before they commenced each sprint, starting
from a standing position. Participants were given strong
verbal encouragement throughout all trials to ensure
Muscles, Ligaments and Tendons Journal 2018;8 (1):28-36
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Reliability
ICCs and SEMs for the mean scores of overall sprint,
acceleration, and maximal velocity phases of RSA are
presented in Table I. The ICC values for best time and
mean time showed “high reliability” (ICC range: 0.980.99; SEM range: 0.02-0.03s).

Analysis with repeated measures
Mean and standard deviations of RSAmean, RSAbest and
RSAdec of each conditions protocol on each of the
dependent variables of overall RSA-time were presented in Table II. In overall 0-30 m RSA-time and
initial acceleration phase of the RSA, ANOVA revealed
a significant difference between the 4 conditions for
RSAmean and RSAdec. The Bonferroni test indicated that
the PAP1 and PAP2 sessions’ effects were similar, and
showed significant positive effects (p<0.001; η2 range:
0.42 to 0.62, large),while the PAP3 and control group
did not show any effect. On the contrary, in the lateacceleration phase (10 to 30 m) of the RSA there were
no significant differences between conditions (p >0.05)
for RSAmean, RSAbest, and RSAdec.
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Statistical analyses
Means ± standard deviations (SD) were used to describe
variables. Before using parametric tests, the assumption
of normality was verified using Kolmogorov-Smirnov test.
Reliability of the measures (dependent variables) was
assessed with a Cronbach’s model intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) and standard error of measurements (SEM) according to the method of Hopkins26.
In addition, the effects of post-activation potentiation
on RSA performance were evaluated with a 1-way
analysis of variance (ANOVA) for repeated measures
to compare the 4 conditions. When significant F values
were obtained (p <0.05), paired comparisons were
used in conjunction with the Holm’s Bonferroni method
for controlling type I error27 to determine significant
differences. The effect size was calculated for all
ANOVAs with the use of a partial eta squared (η2)
<0.01 = small, 0.01-0.06 = medium, and > 0.06 =
large). In addition to the comparison analyses, Cohen’s
d, smallest worthwhile change (SWC), and likelihood
of clinical meaningfulness were calculated for RSAbest,
RSAmean, and RSAdec28. The Cohen’s d is calculated
from the mean change divided by the SD of the data;
thresholds for qualitative descriptors of Cohen’s d were
set at, <0.20 is “trivial,” 0.20-0.50 is “small,” >0.50-0.80
is “moderate,” and >0.80 is ‘‘large’’29. The smallest
change to be considered worthwhile (SWC) was thus
calculated from 0.20 of the SD of the data. The
threshold of a clinical meaningful effect was set at
75%28. The quantitative chances of beneficial effects
were assessed qualitatively as follows: <1%: almost
certainly not; 1-5%: very unlikely, >5-25%: unlikely;
>25-75%: possible; >75-95%: likely; >95-99: very likely,
and >99% almost certain. Descriptive statistics, pvalues, 95% confidence limits, and Cohen’s d for the
within-participant contrasts were calculated by customwritten Excel spreadsheets (Microsoft Office, 2007).
Statistical analyses were performed using SPSS
software statistical package (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL,
version. 16.0), and statistical significance was set at p
<0.05.

Results
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maximal effort. The timing gate at 10 m recorded the
time for the initial-acceleration phase of the sprint (0–
10 m). The timing gate at 30 m stopped the timer and
recorded the total time taken to sprint 30 m. Time spent
in the late-acceleration phase was calculated by
subtracting the initial-acceleration time from the overall
time24. The following variables were derived from the
RSA test: a. best sprint time (the fastest time for 0-10
m, 10-30 m, and 0-30 m); b. mean sprint time (the
means of all 7 sprints for 0-10 m, 10-30 m, and 0-30
m); c. percentage of performance decrement (a
measure of the performance decline demonstrated
over the entire RSA test for 0-10 m, 10-30 m, and 0-30
m)25. The RSAbest, the RSAmean and the RSAdec were
determined according to Rampinini3 (compared to
Bishop).

Muscles, Ligaments and Tendons Journal 2018;8 (1):28-36

Analysis of peak data
For overall 0-30 m RSA-time, the 2 PAP conditions that
elicited a substantial likelihood of potentiating RSAmean
and RSAdec a substantial amount (i.e., had a >75% of
exceeding a small Cohen’s d) were the PAP1 and PAP2
conditions. For first 10 m of the RSA, both the 1 × 90%
RM and 2 × 90% RM protocol elicited changes that
exceed 75% likelihood of exceeding the SWC (>99%).
For the last 20 m of the RSA sprints, the RSAmean,
RSAbest, and RSAdec were unaffected by any of the
stimulus protocols with no protocol eliciting a 75%
likelihood of exceeding the SWC from the control
condition (Tab. III).
Individual responses
Figure 2 shows the results as a percentage of the
control protocol performance, with each control performance considered to be 100% of the individual’s
maximal performance (i.e., a sprint time of less than
100% represent an improved performance). Figure 2
illustrates the individual changes of each participant for
each RSA parameter and PAP protocol (where no bar
appears for a participant, this represents a 0% change).
The graph illustrates that the range of responses by each
individual varies between participants, test, and PAP
method used. There is a great consistency between the
results for the overall RSA and the first 10 m of the RSA,
with patterns emerging on the responders and nonresponders to the PAP protocols. For overall RSA-time,
participant numbers 1, 8 and 12 had large positive
responses after all PAP protocols, especially the PAP1
and PAP2 protocols, with improvements up to 8.6%.
However, there were also participants who responded
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Table I. Test-retest reliability of tests.
SEM

Mean time(s)

0.96 [0.90-0.98]

0.024

Best time (s)

0.97 [0.93-0.99]

Decrement (%)

0.77 [0.43-0.91]

Mean time(s)

0.95 [0.87-0.98]

Best time (s)

0.86 [0.65-0.94]

0.020

Decrement (%)

0.78 [0.45-0.91]

1.824

Mean time(s)

0.95 [0.87-0.98]

0.025

0.99 [0.98-0.99]

0.002

0.88 [0.71-0.95]

1.569

Decrement (%)
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negatively to the PAP protocols. 4.2 to 5.1% decrease
in overall RSA-performance was found for participants’
6, 9, and 20 after the PAP3 protocol. Large individual
responses were also evident for RSAdec. For the first
10 m of the RSA-time, participants’ 12 and 16
responded largely positively to all PAP protocols (7.1 to
10.9%). Participants’ 6 and 9 responded largely
negative after PAP3 protocol, with decreases up to
11.8%. In addition, large individual responses were
also evident for RSAdec.

Discussion
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The purpose of this study was to analyze the effect of
different volumes of PAP exercises on the initial (0-10 m)
and late (10 to 30 m) acceleration phases of a RSA test
in elite soccer players. The originality of the present study
was the assessment of the effect of PAP protocols during
the two acceleration phases of an RSA test. This kind of
assessment allows understanding if the potential improvement of the overall RSA performance occurring during
the initial and/or the late acceleration phases of the
sprints. This result could help coaches when designing
PAP-exercises for training.
The most important findings of this study were that
PAP1 (190% 1-RM) and PAP2 (2×90% 1-RM) protocols
were similarly effective in improving overall (0-30 m)
and initial-acceleration phase (0-10 m) of the RSA-test
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0.009
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Initial acceleration phase
(0-10 m)
Late acceleration phase
(10-30 m)

Best time (s)

on
al
i

ICC3.1 (95% CI)

Overall Sprint
(0-30 m)

Criterion measures

sprints, by bringing statistically significant effect
(p<0.001, ES=large) with respect to the PAP3 (3×90%
1-RM) and CON-groups in which did not impact
performance. On the contrary, in the late-acceleration
phase of the RSA, all RSA parameters (RSAbest,
RSAmean and RSAdec) did not change after the
conditioning activity (p>0.05, ES=small). It has been
reported that PAP exercises can induce a significant
improvement of high intensity efforts in many
sports13,16,18. Results of the present investigation were
in accordance with scientific literature16,18. Indeed,
Okuno and Tricoli18 explored the changes in RSA
performance after heavy load exercise in elite handball
players and found a significant improvement (Cohen’s
d: small to moderate) in the best sprint time (RSAbest)
and mean sprint time (RSAmean). In the same context,
Duncan et al.16 reported that a heavy resistance
exercise stimulus (90% 1RM) administered four
minutes prior to repeated sprints (7x30-m sprints
separated by 25 sec) test can decline the fatigue index
seen during subsequent maximal sprinting over 10 and
30 m in Rugby Union players. According to the extant
scientific literature, two main mechanisms are involved
in this process: 1) the phosphorylation of myosin
regulatory light chains and 2) the increase in the
recruitment of higher order motor units11,30. In that
regard, the improvement in RSA performance postPAP in the present study may be attributed to these
aforementioned mechanisms.
Muscles, Ligaments and Tendons Journal 2018;8 (1):28-36
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Table )). Mean ± SD values of RSAbest, RSAmean and RSAdec of each conditions protocol on each of the dependent
variables (n=20).
Effect
Size
!2

on
al
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"F"
p-value

2x90% RM

3x90% RM

CON

Mean time(s)

4.66±0.26G ¥

4.64±0.26G ¥

4.79±0.25

4.79±0.28

0.000

0.522

Best time (s)

4.36±0.24

4.33±0.26

4.39±0.24

4.38±0.27

0.193

0.079

6.77±2.23G ¥

7.09±2.72G ¥

9.08±3.34

Mean time(s)

1.85±0.08G ¥

1.84±0.08G ¥

1.97±0.08

Best time (s)

1.76±0.07

1.76±0.07

1.78±0.06

5.42±3.16G ¥

4.92±2.95G ¥

Mean time(s)

2.81±0.20

Best time (s)

Decrement (%)

Decrement (%)

9.47±3.62

0.000

0.423

1.97±0.09

0.000

0.691

1.77±0.07

0.061

0.120

10.48±4.37

11.24±4.46

0.000

0.599

2.80±0.20

2.82±0.20

2.82±0.21

0.672

0.034

2.58±0.21

2.58±0.21

2.57±0.18

2.58±0.21

0.897

0.010

9.00±4.13

8.78±3.73

9.97±4.42

9.44±4.88

0.263

0.067
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Decrement (%)
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Late acceleration phase
0-10-30
RSA-time
10-30mmRSA-time

Initial acceleration phase
0-10 mRSA-times
RSA-times
0-10m

Overall
0-30 m RSA-times

Conditions

G Significantly different from control, ¥ Significantly different from 3x90% 1RM
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It has been indicated that the relationship PAP-fatigue
is influenced by several factors such as: the volume,
the intensity, the type of contraction and the type of
activity during the PAP11,31-33. In the present study, the
type and intensity of PAP exercise (i.e. half-squat) and
the rest interval separating the PAP from the task, were
rigorously controlled. However, the number of halfsquat repetitions (volume) was different between the
three PAP protocols. Therefore, the differences in term
of volume in the present study may explain the
difference of post-PAP performances between
protocols. In that regard it has been reported that a
moderate volume of stimuli induces more PAP than
fatigue when compared to a high volume of stimuli
which is linked to the appearance of deleterious
fatigue30,34. Indeed, it has been reported that a high
volume of exercise may induce a higher depletion of
phosphocreatine stores when compared to a lower
volume of exercise15. In conclusion, it is plausible that
the high volume of half-squat exercise may explain the
aforementioned results. Furthermore, it may be
Muscles, Ligaments and Tendons Journal 2018;8 (1):28-36

speculated that half-squat exercises superior to three
repetitions may negatively affect subsequent RSA
performance, and this should be investigated in the
future.
The present study showed a between-players variation
in term of responses to PAP protocols. The results of
the present study were in agreement with the scientific
literature. Indeed, it has been indicated that PAP
responses are highly individualized (some athletes are
responders to PAP however, others athletes are not).
In that regard, many studies reported a great variability
in PAP responses between athletes suggesting the
individualization of PAP protocols in order to obtain
benefits among all athletes33,35,36. It has been indicated
that several factors may contribute to the betweensubject PAP variation. Indeed, in addition to the
influence of players’ trainability, subjects with a great
percentage of fast twitches may be more suitable for
PAP benefits10. In addition it has been reported that
players with a great fatigue resistance (i.e., greater
buffering, higher phosphocreatine stores, more oxidative

33

34

Overall
0-30 m RSA-times

Initial-acceleration phase
0-10 m RSA-times

Late-acceleration phase
10-30 m RSA-time

C
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-0.124

-0.144
-0.007
-0.015
-0.045
0.014
-2.704
-2.384
-0.387
-0.120
-0.133
-0.003
-0.017
-0.014
0.009
-5.821
-6.682
-0.755
-0.011
-0.019
0.003
0.003
0.00
-0.01
-0.608
-0.819
0.362

PAP1

PAP2

PAP3

PAP1
PAP2
PAP3
PAP1
PAP2
PAP3
PAP1

PAP2

PAP3

PAP1
PAP2
PAP3
PAP1
PAP2
PAP3
PAP1

PAP2

PAP3

PAP1
PAP2
PAP3
PAP1
PAP2
PAP3

-0.030
-0.03
-0.04
-2.464
-2.919
-1.693

-0.036

-0.061

-0.029
-0.040
-0.017
-7.245
-8.226
-3.057
-0.049

-0.043

-0.159

0.036
0.03
0.02
1.247
1.281
2.418

0.041

0.023

-0.004
0.012
0.035
-4.396
-5.139
1.548
0.027

0.037

-0.107

0.052
0.027
0.091
-1.545
-1.093
1.063
-0.098

0.065

-0.094

-0.083

Upper

Small
Small
Small
Small
Small
Small

Small

Small

0.24
0.21
0.13
Large
Large
0.17
Small

Small

Large

0.05
0.17
0.05
0.75
0.66
0.11
Large

0.03

0.53

0.45

Cohen’s d

0.57
0.24
2.41
23.53
33.24
5.74

1.26

9
9
9
13
12
9

7

9

16
15
8
20
20
11
10

8

20

10
11
11
17
18
11
20

11

18

19

No. of subjects whose
performance is better
than the control session

on
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99.43
99.76
97.59
76.47
64.16
94.26

98.74

86.51

31.78
48.64
95.81
0
0
54.89
94.86

75.90

0

88.54
59.45
95.92
0.10
0.72
68.43
0

98.08

0.06

0.11

Trivial

na
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13.39

68.21
51.36
4.19
100
100
45.11
5.14

24.10

100

11.46
40.56
4.08
99.90
99.27
31.57
100

1.92

99.94

99.89

Higher

Likelihood of exceeding smallest
worthwhile change (%)
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-0.081
-0.118
-0.063
-3.863
-3.675
-1.837
-0.143

-0.051

-0.194

-0.165

Lower

95% Confidence limits

Ed

Mean
difference

Condition

PAP1 =1x90% 1RM; PAP2 = 2x90% 1RM; PAP3 = 3x90% 1RM.

RSAdec

RSAbest

RSAmean

RSAdec

RSAbest

RSAmean

RSAdec

RSAbest

RSAmean

Table III. The precision of the predicted increase from the control group to each PAP protocol on each of the dependent variables.
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Potentiation on repeated sprint ability

Figure 2. Individual performance changes compared to the control for each PAP protocol for the (A) Overall RSAmean, (B)
Overall RSAdec, (C) Initial-acceleration (0-10 m) phase of the RSAmean and (D) Initial-acceleration (0-10 m) phase of the
RSAdec.
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enzymes and mitochondria) may allow potentiation to
dominate fatigue when compared to players with a low
fatigue resistance10,32. Furthermore, the positional role of
players may also influence the post-PAP responses since
many physical and physiological differences are reported
between players of different position in soccer36-38. In
conclusion, the between subject variation following PAP
protocols in the present study may be attributed to
several factors such as the ones listed here above.
However, the design of the present study does not allow
confirming such conclusion and therefore future studies
in that regard are warranted.
Post-PAP lower limb fatigue was not assessed in the
present study which may represent a limit. Such
analysis could be useful to determine the level of
fatigue generated by each PAP protocol and therefore
choosing the appropriate PAP protocol for each player.
Therefore, it may be suggested to use a fatigue
questionnaire (RPE, for instance), EMG analysis
and/or maximal isometric voluntary contraction tests to
fix this issue in coming studies.

Conclusion

The present study revealed that in soccer players, the
use of a half-squat warm-up comprising 90% 1RM with
1 or 2 repetitions elicits the appropriate response
necessary to augment performance in overall (0-30 m)
RSA-effort compared to three repetitions and no halfsquat. The improvement in RSA was due to an
improvement of the initial-acceleration phase (0-10 m)
of the 30 m repeated sprints.
Muscles, Ligaments and Tendons Journal 2018;8 (1):28-36

Practical applications

Because the potentiation of a prior conditioning
program is very individualized, the volume of PAP
warm-up activities should be developed individually for
each athlete. However, when individual warm-ups are
not possible as with a team setting, then a half-squat at
90% 1RM with 1, or 2 repetitions is a time efficient and
effective way of maximizing potential response.
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